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A B S T R A C T

Preliminary evidence from postmortem studies of X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism (XDP) suggests tissue loss may
occur first and/or most severely in the striatal striosome compartment, followed later by cell loss in the matrix
compartment. However, little is known about how this relates to pathogenesis and pathophysiology. While MRI
cannot visualize these striatal compartments directly in humans, differences in relative gradients of afferent
cortical connectivity across compartments (weighted toward paralimbic versus sensorimotor cortex, respec-
tively) can be used to infer potential selective loss in vivo. In the current study we evaluated relative connectivity
of paralimbic versus sensorimotor cortex with the caudate and putamen in 17 individuals with XDP and 17
matched controls. Although caudate and putamen volumes were reduced in XDP, there were no significant
reductions in either “matrix-weighted”, or “striosome-weighted” connectivity. In fact, paralimbic connectivity
with the putamen was elevated, rather than reduced, in XDP. This was driven most strongly by elevated putamen
connectivity with the anterior insula. There was no relationship of these findings to disease duration or striatal
volume, suggesting insula and/or paralimbic connectivity in XDP may develop abnormally and/or increase in
the years before symptom onset.

1. Introduction

X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism (XDP) is a rapidly progressing dis-
ease that typically begins with severe dystonia and eventually combines
with or is replaced by parkinsonism. It is seen almost exclusively in
males, and most often manifests in the early to mid-thirties (Lee et al.,
2001; Lee et al., 2011; Rosales, 2010). The disease reduces life ex-
pectancy of affected individuals, and involves substantial burden on
both patients and caregivers. The disease is inherited in an X-linked

recessive fashion, and genetic analyses of affected individuals, their
relatives, and ethnically matched controls revealed seven disease-spe-
cific genetic alterations that segregate with disease (Domingo et al.,
2015; Nolte et al., 2003). All are within introns of, or are in the region
of the TAF1 gene in the long arm of the X-chromosome. The underlying
molecular genetic mechanisms, pathology, and pathophysiology XDP,
however, are not completely understood (Makino et al., 2007; Nolte
et al., 2003).

Critical clues to XDP disease mechanism(s) may be found by
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studying the location and characteristics of neural degeneration.
Previous studies indicate that, unlike typical Parkinson Disease, cell loss
in XDP takes place in the striatum, and not in the substantia nigra
(Eidelberg et al., 1993; Goto et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2001; Waters et al.,
1993). A SPECT study further corroborated structural imaging by
showing that postsynaptic, rather than presynaptic dopaminergic tracer
uptake in the striatum was reduced in XDP (Bruggemann et al., 2017).
Within the striatum itself, a postmortem study found evidence in XDP
for differential cell loss across two histochemically distinct compart-
ments of the mammalian striatum: the striosomes and the matrix (Goto
et al., 2005). Specifically, they found evidence for greater cell loss in
the striosomes than the matrix. These two striatal compartments are
anatomically indistinguishable by current neuroimaging techniques,
but prior animal tract-tracing studies indicate the compartments exhibit
distinct patterns of extra-striate connectivity suggesting highly segre-
gated functional roles. Specifically, the greater weight toward para-
limbic connectivity with striosomes suggests this compartment may
provide a means by which emotion and behavior assist in driving motor
function linked to the matrix. For example, a combined optogenetic and
electrophysiology approach was used recently in rats to show that a
medial prefronto-striosomal circuit was selectively active during and
necessary for making cost-benefit decisions during approach-avoidance
conflict (Friedman et al., 2015). In addition, lesions of the striosomes
have been shown to reduce behavioral stereotypies that normally result
from cocaine administration in rats (Murray et al., 2015). These find-
ings are consistent with a hypothesis that striosome- or matrix-specific
injury may underlie particular features of human disease (Crittenden
and Graybiel, 2011). While this has not been directly tested in humans,
some studies have indirectly tested this hypothesis based on evaluation
of functions thought to be mediated by distinct basal ganglia loops
[e.g., (Beste et al., 2010)].

The potential importance of striatal compartments to XDP is further
underlined by the fact that dystonia is the predominant phenotype in
the first phase of XDP, and is hypothesized to be due to striosomal loss
and SNpc disinhibition, while parkinsonism usually occurs later and is
hypothesized to be related to matrisomal loss (Goto et al., 2005).
Therefore, further studies are needed to better understand the status of
these two compartments in living individuals with XDP. In particular,
postmortem studies are not capable of distinguishing between greater
striosomal loss and insufficient development of striosomes from early
life.

The striosome and matrix compartments differ in their connectivity
with other brain regions in several ways, including: (1) only striosomes
project to the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), and may modulate
the amount of nigral input to both striatal compartments (Dure et al.,
1992; Graybiel et al., 2000; Langer and Graybiel, 1989) and (2) cortical
projections to striosomes are weighted toward limbic cortical regions
(i.e., paralimbic cortex), whereas projections to the matrix are weighted
toward primary sensory and motor cortical regions (Eblen and Graybiel,
1995; Gerfen, 1984, 1989; Jimenez-Castellanos and Graybiel, 1987;
Kincaid and Wilson, 1996; Ragsdale and Graybiel, 1981). While most
cortical regions project to both striosomes and matrix, the relative
weighting of connections across primary, association, and limbic cortex
projections differs between the two striatal compartments. Thus,
striosomal loss might lead to both faulty modulation of motor output
and dysregulation of limbic function, consistent with the psychiatric
comorbidity often observed in XDP (Morigaki et al., 2013). However, it
is unknown whether comorbidity is primary or secondary to the dis-
ease.

The challenge of characterizing the relative involvement of strio-
some versus matrix compartments in XDP is that current MRI methods
do not allow detection of the striosome/matrix distinction (Crittenden
and Graybiel, 2011), both because these compartments are not visible
without immunohistochemical staining and because striosomes are
small enough that even 7T structural MRI protocols have insufficient
resolution to visualize them directly. However, because cortical

connectivity is weighted differently between the two compartments,
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography provides a method to test
predictions from hypotheses about the relative integrity of these two
regions. While an indirect approach, it is the best we have at this time,
and it may also be used to generate new hypotheses about XDP that can
allow for more targeted testing when postmortem brains become
available.

DTI has been used extensively in the past to evaluate brain white
matter integrity and connectivity in dystonia and Parkinson disease
(Argyelan et al., 2009; Blood et al., 2012; Blood et al., 2006; Carbon
et al., 2004; Delmaire et al., 2009; Hess et al., 2013). Although diffusion
tractography is the best existing method for evaluating structural con-
nectivity in living humans, it is an inferential, rather than direct mea-
sure of anatomy, so DTI studies must work around certain challenges.
For example, tractography does not detect direction of projections and
therefore striatonigral projections, the connectivity feature most dis-
tinct between the two compartments, cannot be dissociated from ni-
grostriatal projections. As an alternative—albeit less direct—approach,
cortical projections to the striatum (Gerfen, 1984; Ragsdale and
Graybiel, 1981) can be used in an effort to dissociate the integrity of
striosome versus matrix compartments. While we cannot be certain that
projections to the site of degeneration will be lost, it is highly likely that
there will be at least some remodeling of circuitry in the event that
projection targets are lost (Isacson and Sofroniew, 1992). If loss of
striosomal tissue (Str) were greater than loss of matrix (Mat) tissue in
XDP, we would predict that paralimbic connectivity (“striosome-
weighted”) would be reduced relative to controls, and that this reduc-
tion would be greater than any reduction observed in sensorimotor
connectivity (“matrix-weighted”). While previous diffusion tensor
imaging studies in XDP suggested there are widespread differences in
white matter diffusivity in XDP (Bruggemann et al., 2016), it is not
known whether this finding reflected connectivity changes specific to
the striatum or to one compartment or the other. To investigate this,
tractography studies are needed.

In the current study we tested the hypothesis that paralimbic con-
nectivity (striosome-weighted) would be reduced relative to controls,
and that this reduction would be greater than any reduction observed in
sensorimotor connectivity (matrix-weighted). Specifically, we eval-
uated probabilistic tractography between several striosome-weighted
(anterior insula, anterior/subcallosal cingulate, and orbitofrontal
cortex), and matrix-weighted (primary motor, primary somatosensory,
dorsolateral premotor, and supplementary motor area) cortical regions
and striatal nuclei in 17 Filipino XDP patients with a range of disease
severity and compared these individuals with 17 matched Filipino
control subjects. Because the striosome/matrix difference in tissue loss
was hypothesized to be greatest early in the disease (Goto et al., 2005)
we evaluated individuals who had been symptomatic from one to six
years.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

17 Filipino XDP patients and 17 age, sex, handedness, and race-
matched controls (see Table 1 and XDP/control cohort matching below)
were scanned as part of a multimodal imaging study at the University of
Lübeck. As noted in Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1 in Appendix I),
we also evaluated findings in two smaller cohorts with complementary
demographic matching approaches (described further below in XDP/
control cohorts and matching). The control group consisted of un-
affected relatives of the XDP patients (n = 6) and subjects recruited by
advertisement (n = 11). Patients were recruited by the Philippine XDP
study group in collaboration with the Institute of Neurogenetics, Uni-
versity of Lübeck, Germany. The patients were referred to the Uni-
versity of Lübeck to undergo pallidal deep brain stimulation (DBS) for
severe and treatment-refractory XDP. Prior to DBS, the patients were
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asked to voluntarily participate in a multimodal neuroimaging study. In
five patients, head movements were too severe to acquire high quality
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data under regular conditions.
These patients were asked whether they would allow an additional MRI
research scan to be done on the day of surgery when preoperative
stereotactic planning MRI was performed. During this scan, patients
were under general anesthesia. At this time point, the stereotactic frame
used for surgery was already fixed on their heads but did not influence
data quality, i.e. did not give rise to artifacts.

XDP patients were confirmed to carry disease-specific genetic al-
terations and all controls were confirmed to carry wild-type alleles.
Alleles were determined using either PCR-based detection of a large
insertion within the XDP linked region, or Sanger sequencing of single-
nucleotide genetic alterations, as previously described (Domingo et al.,
2015). XDP disease duration ranged from 1 to 6 years (Table 1). Most
patients were in the dystonic phase, i.e. they mostly suffered from
generalized dystonia, but there were also patients with clear parkin-
sonian symptoms (Table 1). Please see the note below in “Movement
Disorder scales” regarding the difficulty of distinguishing between
dystonic and parkinsonian symptoms using standard Parkinson scale
scores.

2.1.1. Ethics statement
All participants included in this study signed written informed

consent prior to participation in the study, and the study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Lübeck. All ex-
periments were conducted in accordance with the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1.2. XDP/control cohorts and matching
Subjects included in the current study were drawn from a total of 19

symptomatic patients and 24 controls with DTI data, to maximize the
balance of demographic matching and cohort size. The main cohort was
composed of 17 XDP patients and 17 matched healthy controls.
Matching between cohorts was done at the group level for age, sex,
handedness, and scanner (see Table 1 and below), and demographic
and scanner characteristics were not significantly different across co-
horts (Table 1). One symptomatic female XDP patient was included in
this main cohort, along with two female control subjects. The woman
with XDP had mild to moderate parkinsonism but not dystonia, a later

age at onset, and a different genetic pattern in that she was homozygous
for two mutated alleles. In this cohort, 13/17 XDP patients were
scanned on a Philips Achieva 3.0T MR scanner, while the remaining
four XDP patients were scanned on a Philips Ingenia 3.0T MR scanner,
due to a change of magnet late in the study. 16/17 controls were
scanned on the Achieva scanner, and one on the Ingenia scanner. Al-
though scanner proportions did not differ significantly between groups
(Table 1), we added a level of rigor by comparing data from the 17
vs.17 cohort against a smaller cohort of 10 XDP versus 10 controls for
which both scanner and sex were perfectly (one-to-one) matched (all
scanned on the Achieva magnet, all males), and age matching was
tighter (Table 1). This cohort was a subset of subjects from the 17vs.17
cohort. We also evaluated a larger cohort matched one-to-one for
scanner, but which was less well matched by sex than the other two
cohorts (race matching was prioritized over sex matching for the new
scanner), and similarly matched for age as the 17 versus 17 cohort; a
description of and data from this third cohort can be found in Appendix
I. Comparing across these three cohort combinations strengthens our
arguments that findings relate to the disease, independent of demo-
graphic or scanner factors.

2.2. Clinical variables evaluated

2.2.1. Movement disorder scales
The Burke Fahn Marsden Rating Scale-movement (BFM-M) was

used to evaluate dystonia symptoms in XDP and the Unified Parkinson's
Disease Rating Scale part III (UPDRS-III) was used to evaluate parkin-
sonian symptoms. Note that the UPDRS-III scoring categories may
capture more general features that may result from dystonia, leading to
“false positives” in estimation of parkinsonian symptoms. The patient
population studied here showed increased UPDRS scores mainly driven
by severe dystonia. We observed, for example, impaired motor control,
slowness of movements and ‘stiffness’ which is why most patients
scored so high on the UPDRS even though they exhibited primarily
dystonic symptoms. We did not ‘subtract’ dystonia which lessens the
specificity of the UPDRS-III to detect Parkinsonian signs. These scales
are usually used in separate patient populations and therefore do not
usually encounter this issue. However, this underlines the need for
improved or alternate scales to better distinguish these two types of
symptoms for cases where there is overlap.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of XDP and Control cohorts.

XDP patients Controls *statistic(p)

17 XDP vs. 17 controls Age 40.5 ± 8.2 y 37.2 ± 7.9 y F = 1.420(0.242)
Sex (male/female) 16/1 15/2 χ2 = 0.366(0.500)
Handedness (R/L/Ambidex) 15/1/1 16/0/1 χ2 = 1.032(0.597)
Scanner (Achieva/Ingenia) 13/4 16/1 χ2 = 0.211(0.168)
Age at onset (range) 36.6 ± 7.2 y (29–49)
BFM-M total (range) 51.3 ± 23.1 (3.5–88)
BFM-M speech (range) 7.3 ± 5.5 (0–16)
UPDRS-III total (range) 37.6** ± 16.4 (5–62)
HADS-D (range, n) 5.9 ± 2.2 (3–9, 8)
HADS-A (range, n) (7.7 ± 3.5 (1–12, 7)

10 XDP vs. 10 controls Age 39.5 ± 6.5 y 38.8 ± 7.7 y F = 0.048(0.829)
Sex (male/female) 10/0 10/0
Handedness (R/L/Ambidex) 8/1/1 9/0/1 χ2 = 1.059(0.589)
Scanner
(Achieva/Ingenia)

10/0 10/0

Age at onset (range) 36.3 ± 6.6 y (29–48)
BFM-M total (range) 45.4 ± 25.3 (3.5–81)
BFM-M speech (range) 7.8 ± 6.2 (0–16)
UPDRS-III total (range) 33.9 ± 18.1 (5–62)
HADS-D (range, n) 5.8 ± 2.3 (3–9, 6)
HADS-A (range, n) 8.0 ± 4.2 (1–12, 5)

XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
*For categorical variables we used Chi-Square tests and for continuous variables we used ANOVAs. No statistics were performed for variables that matched 100% between groups.
**Please see Methods Section 2.2 regarding the effects of dystonia symptoms on UPDRS scores. The patients in this study scored high primarily due to severe dystonia.
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2.2.2. Mood disorder scales
The Filipino version of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

(HADS) was used to evaluate depression and anxiety symptoms in XDP.
This scale was used because of its availability translated into Tagalog/
Pilipino, the national language of the Philippines most likely to be
understood by the Filipino population regardless of their island of re-
sidence. HADS scores were available only for eight of the 17 XDP pa-
tients as the remaining nine of them were unable to complete these
scales, due to motor impairment or general exhaustion.

2.2.3. Duration of disease
Duration of disease was measured as time from symptom onset via

patient self-report.

2.3. Experimental design

2.3.1. Scanning protocol
Diffusion-weighted MRI data were recorded using a 32-direction

DTI sequence (32-channel head coil, 70 slices, 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 voxel
size, 1000 s/mm2, TR = 7582 ms, TE = 60 ms). To increase signal to
noise ratio data were upsampled to an individual MPRAGE T1 image
(200 slices, 1 mm3 isometric).

2.3.2. DTI preprocessing
DTI images were preprocessed with standard FSL FMRIB software

(Release 5.0, Sept. 2012, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki), and
components of FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox using standard parameters.
Specifically, we used FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox (FDT v2.0). The initial
data preprocessing for each subject included radiological orientation,
removal of non-brain tissue (BET), and correction for head motion and
eddy current distortions. DTIFIT reconstruction of diffusion tensors at
each voxel was applied to create 3D images at the same matrix size and
resolution as the original diffusion images, including fractional aniso-
tropy (FA) maps for each subject.

Registration matrices were computed for each subject to register
tractography seed, exclusion, and endpoint masks from MNI space into
native space. Specifically, the FSL non-linear transform (FNIRT) was
used to register native space FA images to the FMRIB58_FA_1mm brain
(in same space as the MNI152_T1_1mm brain), and the inverse trans-
form was computed for MNI-to-native space registration.

2.3.3. Probabilistic Tractography
2.3.3.1. General tractography parameters and methods. For tractography,
we used the probtrackx utility from the FMRIB Diffusion Toolbox.
Tractography was run in native space, using 50,000 iterations; given
the relatively small cohort size, we increased the number of iterations
relative to the default (5000) to boost signal-to-noise ratio. Because
distance artificially affects tractography measures (e.g., (Taljan et al.,
2011)) and the tracts investigated differed amongst each other in
length, we used the distance correction algorithm in the FDT toolbox to
minimize the likelihood of distance artifacts in tractography data.

We used a “termination” approach to evaluate probability of cor-
tical connectivity with caudate and putamen, in which tractography
stops after it reaches the outside layer of voxels at the endpoint region.
We used this approach rather than using striatal nuclei as “waypoints”
(in which projections go through the nucleus), due to the likelihood
that cell loss within the striatal nuclei in XDP would lead to metho-
dological confounds once entering the nucleus itself. Although tracto-
graphy is less affected by density and orientation of surrounding tissue
than FA, it is not completely immune to it (Behrens et al., 2007).

Each tractography measure was made as the total number of
streamlines reaching the caudate or putamen; note that this is a unit-
less, probabilistic measure derived from the probtrackx algorithm and
does not reflect number of individual tracts or axons. Because tracto-
graphy was used as a surrogate for detecting compartment-specific
tissue loss, we did not normalize for striatal volume in our primary

analyses, as this would have removed the very effect we were trying to
detect. That is, such normalization would have computed relative
density of streamlines per voxel, but lost information about total
number of streamlines across the nucleus, our measure of interest.
However, we did test if there was a relationship between striatal vo-
lume and tractography (see Data analyses), to ask whether tractography
findings were driven by volume loss, as predicted.

In addition, we considered that overall variance in head size (in-
tracranial volume, or ICV) might add potential “nuisance” variance to
volume-related measures. To remove head-size related contributions to
tractography, we ran parallel analyses (see Data analyses) normalizing
each tractography measure by ICV. ICV was computed using the eTIV
(estimated total incracranial volume) feature of the Freesurfer recon-all
step (www.freesurfer.net/fswiki/eTIV). It is highly debated whether
such normalization is preferable to raw, unnormalized data. While in
theory such normalization should reduce variance, in some cases it may
inject even more variance, particularly for small brain structures (Arndt
et al., 1991; Voevodskaya et al., 2014). Many volumetry studies now
provide both volume-normalized and volume-unnormalized data so
both approaches can be evaluated for similarity and consistency [e.g.,
(Waugh et al., 2016)].

2.3.3.2. Tractography seeds, endpoints, exclusion masks
Tractography masks were created in each subject's native space

using a within-modality (DTI) registration of a standard space mask
template since this is more accurate and consistent across subjects than
registering structural segmentations from native T1 structural space to
DTI space. Specifically, a standard space template for each seed and
endpoint mask was adapted from ICBM152 brain segmentations done
by the Center for Morphometric Analysis (CMA) for the MGH
Phenotype Genotype Project in Addiction and Mood Disorders (PGP),
using landmarks as described in (Gasic et al., 2009; Makris et al., 2008).
Because the ICBM152 brain was a different resolution (2 mm) than the
1 mm template we used here (MNI152_T1_1mm brain), we smoothed
and/or otherwise corrected the edges of these segmentations to fit the
MNI152_T1_1mm brain and cross-checked with the FMRIB58_FA_1mm
brain and atlas landmarks to assure an accurate anatomical fit (Sup-
plementary Figs. 1–4, Appendix II)). For the regions segmented, there
were no misalignments between the T1 and FA templates so no ad-
justments were made to the MNI T1 template masks. These mask
templates in standard space were then registered to each subject's na-
tive DTI space, to serve as individual tractography masks, using the FA
map transform matrices generated during DTI preprocessing (see DTI
preprocessing above).

We visually inspected the native-space seed masks to confirm the
accuracy of registration, particularly to be certain that registration was
accurate in capturing the disproportionate decrease in volume in the
striatal nuclei in XDP. While all masks were accurately registered
within the confines of their gray and white matter boundaries, we noted
that the medial border of the head of the caudate (adjacent to the lat-
eral ventricle) was less accurate for patients than for controls.
Specifically, while registration was accurate for the putamen, and for
the body and tail of the caudate, registration failed to reflect the
atrophy of the head of the caudate and incorporated many in-
traventricular voxels. We speculate that the non-linear registration tool
we utililzed (fnirt) was less proficient at distinguishing between the
voxels of the atrophied caudate and CSF than between caudate and
white matter voxels, where it performed well in both patients and
controls. To correct for this misregistration, we utilized the B0 diffusion
scan as a mask to remove voxels occupying CSF space along the medial
margin of the head of the caudate. We first normalized the B0 scan and
removed all voxels below 15% amplitude. This isolated voxels that were
within the lateral ventricles, and subtracting this mask from the caudate
seed removed CSF contamination. This correction was applied identi-
cally for patients and controls.

Note that although we used termination tractography, endpoint
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masks themselves included the entire caudate or putamen and reflected
the native space volume of these nuclei; these masks were also used as
the measure of caudate and putamen volumes in this study since the
goal was to assess if there was a relationship between the expected
reduction in mask volume and predicted reduction in connectivity to
these nuclei. Given the unexpected elevation in tractography in XDP,
we wanted to be sure that altered tractography did not simply reflect an
error in registration/mask size; if masks turned out to be larger in pa-
tients (and/or if nuclei truly were larger in these patients) this could
potentially account for the findings and would suggest we were not
working with a representative XDP population. Please note that this
part of our methods was not intended to be a volumetry study of these
individuals.

Tractography was run in native space using pairs of seed and end-
point regions. Seed regions included (1) precentral sulcus and dorso-
lateral/medial regions of the precentral gyrus, including primary motor
cortex and dorsolateral premotor cortex, (2) postcentral sulcus and
gyrus, including somatosensory areas 3, 1, 2, (3) supplementary motor
area, (4) orbitofrontal cortex [OFC], (5) anterior/subcallosal cingulate
cortex [ACC], and (6) anterior insula [aIns], which included the ante-
rior half of the insula. (1)–(3) were used as “matrix-weighted” regions
(Supplementary Fig. 1) and (4)–(6) were used as “striosome-weighted”
regions (Supplementary Fig. 2). Segmentations of the putamen and
caudate nuclei were used as endpoints (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Boundaries described for primary motor and premotor regions vary
across the literature; the primary motor and dorsolateral premotor
segmentation here was defined based on anatomical landmarks de-
scribed in (Chouinard and Paus, 2006; Picard and Strick, 2001; White
et al., 1997). Tractography was run separately for each cortical/striatal
pairing. For all tractography, we used a segmentation of the entire
thalamus as an exclusion mask to select for cortico-striatal, rather than
striato-thalamo-cortical projections (Supplementary Fig. 4A,B), and a
midline exclusion mask to prevent inter-hemispheric projections from
contaminating ipsilateral projections of interest (Supplementary
Fig. 4C,D).

2.3.4. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) contrasts
We ran FA and MD contrasts for the 17 XDP versus 17 healthy

controls cohort as a supplemental analysis to evaluate white matter
integrity more generally in XDP, and as a complement to the analysis
run by Brüggeman and colleagues (Bruggemann et al., 2016). Methods
and Results/Discussion for this analysis are included as supplementary
material in Appendix III.

2.4. Data analyses

Demographic statistics were run in SPSS; all other statistics were run
using StatTools (Palisades Corporation, Ithaca, NY).

2.4.1. Comparison of striatal volume across XDP and controls
Before comparing tractography data, we evaluated caudate and

putamen volume (using mask volumes from caudate and putamen
segmentations), to verify that the XDP cohort showed the predicted
reductions in striatal volume. We separately compared XDP versus
control for (1) left caudate, (2) right caudate, (3) left putamen, and (4)
right putamen using standard two-tailed t-tests, using both raw volumes
and ICV-corrected volumes. Based on these four comparisons, we ap-
plied a corrected significance threshold of p = 0.0125, or p = 0.05/4.
We also verified that cortical seed region volumes did not differ be-
tween XDP and controls (p > 0.05).

Finally, we checked whether ICV differed across XDP and control
groups to ensure that head size did not affect group comparisons; for
this negative control, we required that p > 0.1 to rule out group dif-
ferences.

2.4.2. Striosome versus matrix-weighted tractography (a priori
comparisons)

To test our main hypothesis that in XDP, striosome-weighted re-
gions would show greater reductions in striatal connectivity than ma-
trix-weighted regions, we calculated total number of streamline ter-
minations at a given endpoint mask (across both hemispheres) for each
cortical/striatal pair. We then averaged termination counts across: (1)
the three striosome-weighted regions to caudate, (2) the three strio-
some-weighted regions to putamen, (3) the three matrix-weighted re-
gions to caudate, and (4) the three matrix-weighted regions to putamen.
We compared XDP to controls for each of these four measures using
two-sample, two-tailed t-tests. We anticipated that we would see re-
ductions in both striosome and matrix group comparisons, but there
would be a greater reduction in striosome than matrix connectivity in
XDP relative to controls. As mentioned above, we ran parallel t-tests
with tractography normalized by ICV to remove potential variance due
to overall head size.

2.4.3. Posthoc evaluation of individual pairs of regions
Once we evaluated overall group differences we looked at a subset

of tractography to individual regions, since our results yielded an un-
expected finding. Specifically, connectivity was increased, rather than
decreased, between striosome-weighted regions and the putamen,
which led us to ask whether this was driven by one cortical region and/
or one hemisphere. For these posthoc analyses we again used two
sample, two-tailed, t-tests to compare XDP versus controls for tracto-
graphy (total number of streamlines) between each of the three strio-
some-weighted regions and the putamen. We evaluated left and right
hemispheres separately, for a total of six comparisons (left OFC → Put,
left ACC → Put, left aIns → Put, right OFC → Put, right ACC → Put,
right aIns → Put). We also ran parallel t-tests using tractography nor-
malized by ICV.

2.4.4. Corrections for multiple comparisons for tractography group
contrasts

As outlined above, we made a total of 10 a priori and posthoc sta-
tistical group tractography comparisons (four a priori and 6 posthoc);
correction for multiple comparisons used the Bonferroni approach with
a significance threshold set to p < 0.05/10, or p < 0.005. Because
supplemental t-test comparisons normalizing for ICV used the same
tractography data as the t-tests and therefore were neither independent
nor primary comparisons, we used the same correction threshold
(p < 0.005) for these tests.

2.4.5. Negative control for insula findings
Diffusion imaging uses direction and distance of water diffusion to

evaluate white matter integrity and connectivity. As a result, coher-
ence—in addition to density of tracts—in a given region influences
fractional anisotropy, and to a lesser extent, tractography (Behrens
et al., 2007). Changes in one tract thus have the potential to affect DTI
measures of other, crossing tracts (e.g., perpendicular tracts). In the
current study, it was important to consider whether potential disease-
related reductions in putaminal connectivity from descending sensor-
imotor fibers might have influenced tractography measures of crossing
tracts. Specifically, sensorimotor and insular projections to the putamen
run perpendicular to each other in the external and extreme capsules.
To verify that the tractography signal for insula-putamen connectivity
was not artificially boosted by reduced sensorimotor connectivity we
ran the following negative control analysis: We ran a linear regression
analysis across patients to assess the relationship between measures of
(1) sensorimotor tractography to putamen (i.e., matrix-weighted), and
(2) insula tractography to putamen. If sensorimotor reductions influ-
enced insular tractography, we would expect to see an inverse (i.e.,
negative R2) relationship between descending (matrix) and crossing
(insula) connectivity. That is, the greater the reduction in descending
(i.e., crossing) fibers, the higher the insula-putamen connectivity would
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appear. The absence of an inverse relationship would support the in-
terpretation that insula connectivity itself, rather than an artifact of
other connectivity, was the driver of group differences. Since this was a
negative control, we required that p > 0.1 to rule out an effect.

2.4.6. Evaluation of tractography in relation to XDP clinical variables and
putaminal volume

We used linear regressions to evaluate the relationship of matrix-
weighted tractography to (1) disease severity (BFM motor score for
dystonia and UPDRS-III score for parkinsonism) and (2) disease dura-
tion. Note that dystonia can lead to “false positives” on the UPDRS-III
scores and make it appear that patients exhibit parkinsonian symptoms
when they are primarily dystonic (see Movement disorder scales in
Section 2.2 above). This effect was further corroborated by the fact that
BFM and UPDRS-III scores were highly correlated (R2 = 0.54), and was
why we were not able to distinguish between connectivity effects re-
lating to dystonia versus parkinsonian symptoms in our regressions.

We used linear regressions to evaluate the relationship of striosome-
weighted tractography to (1) HADS depression score, (2) HADS anxiety
score, and (3) disease duration. In addition, since the insula difference
between groups was, unexpectedly, more salient than for the other two
paralimbic regions, we evaluated relationships of clinical variables and
volume measures to our main findings in the anterior insula, looking at:
(1) the relationship of speech and mouth BFM sub-scores to left and
right anterior insula connectivity with the putamen, and (2) the re-
lationship of left/right putaminal volume to left/right anterior insula
connectivity with the putamen, to determine if differences in con-
nectivity were related to volume loss. Although these functions may be
weighted more toward matrix, than striosomal, connectivity, we eval-
uated speech and mouth symptoms in relation to insula connectivity
because the insula (including anterior insula) plays such a substantial
role in these functions. This amounted to a total of 18 analyses; using a
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons the significance
threshold was p = 0.05/18, or 0.00278).

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of striatal volume across XDP and controls

Both caudate and putamen morphometric volumes were sig-
nificantly reduced in XDP compared to healthy controls (Table 2). We
confirmed that the female XDP patient showed volume reduction in line
with the male patients; in fact, caudate and putamen volumes for this
patient were below the XDP cohort average.

None of the cortical seed region masks showed significantly dif-
ferent volume between XDP and controls (all p > 0.05).

Finally, there was no difference in ICV across groups (mean con-
trol = 1,432,143 ± 182,429 mm3; mean XDP = 1,420,660 ±
181,866.74 mm3; t =−0.189, p = 0.851)

3.2. Striosome versus matrix-weighted tractography (a priori comparisons)

For comparisons between the 17 XDP and 17 controls, the caudate
showed no group differences for either striosome- or matrix-weighted
connectivity (Table 3; Fig. 1A,C). The putamen showed significantly
greater striosome-weighted connectivity in XDP patients (Table 3;
Fig. 1B), but no group difference in matrix-weighted connectivity
(Table 3; Fig. 1D). Mean differences were similar for the 10 XDP versus
10 controls cohort (Table 4; Fig. 2), although statistical power was
reduced due to the smaller cohort size. Mean differences were also si-
milar for the 16 XDP versus 16 controls cohort (Supplementary Table 2
in Appendix I; Supplementary Fig. 5). Results were similar for ICV
normalized and un-normalized data.

3.3. Posthoc evaluation of tractography for individual seed-endpoint pairs

Further evaluation of individual regions/hemispheres between
striosome-weighted cortex and putamen led to the following findings:
all three cortical regions, including both hemispheres, showed higher
mean connectivity in XDP patients in the 17 versus 17 cohort, except
for left anterior/subcallosal cingulate, which showed a trend toward
reduced connectivity with the putamen in XDP (Table 5; Fig. 3). Of the
regions showing elevated connectivity, two were significant (left and
right insula; Fig. 3A), and one reached trend level (left orbitofrontal
cortex; Fig. 3C). Mean differences were similar for the 10 versus 10
cohort (Table 6; Fig. 4), although statistical power was reduced due to
the small cohort size. Mean differences were also similar for the 16 XDP
versus 16 controls cohort (Supplementary Table 3 in Appendix I; Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). Results were similar for ICV normalized and un-
normalized data.

3.4. Negative control for insula findings

There was no relationship between descending (sensorimotor) and
crossing (insula) connectivity with the putamen across the 17 XDP
patients (Fig. 3E). The R2 for this correlation was positive (0.147), ra-
ther than negative, and the relationship was not statistically significant
(p = 0.128).Table 2

Comparison of endpoint mask size across XDP and controls (striatal volume).

Region XDP mean ± SD Control mean ± SD T-test [t (p)]

Left caudate
Raw volume 1929 ± 648 mm3 3021 ± 525 mm3 −5.40(< 0.0001)⁎

ICV-corrected 0.000169 0.000265 −6.13(< 0.0001)⁎

Right caudate
Raw volume 1967 ± 704 mm3 3006 ± 500 mm3 −4.96(< 0.0001)⁎

ICV-corrected 0.000171 0.000265 −5.54(< 0.0001)⁎

Left putamen
Raw volume 2487 ± 607 mm3 4520 ± 535 mm3 −10.45(< 0.0001)⁎

ICV-corrected 0.000223 0.000399 −7.768(< 0.0001)⁎

Right putamen
Raw volume 2271 ± 594 mm3 4103 ± 460 mm3 −10.05(< 0.0001)⁎

ICV-corrected 0.000204 0.000365 −7.782(< 0.0001)⁎

Negative t values indicate volume was reduced in XDP patients relative to control sub-
jects.
XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
SD: standard deviation.

⁎ Met significance criteria (p < 0.0125, [p < 0.05, corrected]).

Table 3
Striosome-weighted versus matrix-weighted tractography comparisons (17 XDP versus 17
matched controls).

Region T-test [t (p)] T-test [t (p)] using ICV-
normalized tractography

Striosome-weighted
(paralimbic) to caudate

−1.28 (0.212) −1.42 (0.165)

Striosome-weighted
(paralimbic) to putamen

3.82 (0.000600)⁎ 3.68 (0.0008)⁎

Matrix-weighted
(sensorimotor) to caudate

−0.110 (0.913) 0.0108 (0.991)

Matrix-weighted
(sensorimotor) to putamen

−1.57 (0.125) −1.64 (0.112)

Positive t values indicate tractography was elevated in XDP patients relative to control
subjects; negative t values indicate tractography was reduced in XDP patients relative to
control subjects.
XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
ICV: intracranial volume.

⁎ Met significance criteria (p < 0.005, [p < 0.05, corrected]).
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3.5. Evaluation of tractography in relation to XDP clinical variables and
putaminal volume

There was a trend toward significance in the relationship between
left insula-putamen connectivity and the BFM mouth dystonia score in
XDP patients (R = 0.538; p = 0.0316; Fig. 3D). No other clinical
variables or volume measures showed relationships with tractography
measures (all p > 0.05; for putamen volume/insula tractography
correlations, left hemisphere: = 0.0978, p = 0.709; right hemisphere:
R = 0.0482, p = 0.854).

3.6. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) contrasts

Analysis of FA and MD in the 17 XDP versus 17 control cohort using
TBSS indicated reduced FA and increased MD across much of the white
matter skeleton in the XDP cohort, relative to healthy controls
(Supplementary Fig. 7). Please see Appendix III for further details about

this analysis.

4. Discussion

In this study, we failed to observe the predicted reduction in striatal
connectivity with striosome-weighted cortical regions in XDP, despite
substantial and significant reductions in caudate and putamen volume.
Instead, we observed an unexpected elevation in striosome-weighted
connectivity to the putamen. Mean striosome-weighted connectivity
with putamen was more than twice the magnitude in XDP as in matched
controls. Because this finding did not correlate with disease duration, it
may reflect an “endophenotype” rather than the correlate of disease
symptom expression or progression. Although our approach was not
able to corroborate the hypothesized overweighting of striosomal de-
pletion relative to matrix in XDP, it provided much-needed new clues
about the pathology and pathophysiology of XDP that may lead us
closer to the source of such depletion.

Specifically, increased striosome-weighted connectivity observed
here in XDP suggests one or more of the following scenarios, which may
or may not be specific to striosomes: (1) afferents are not lost when
striatal tissue is lost, (2) there are white matter abnormalities in addi-
tion to striatal degeneration, (3) some disease-related plasticity and/or
compensatory mechanism is taking place, and/or (4) connectivity with
the putamen may have developed differently in XDP patients from an
early age.

Scenario (1) suggested above seems unlikely, particularly since
connectivity was substantially increased in XDP, rather than similar to
controls. However, other changes might take place that boost the dif-
fusion signal even with fewer afferents. For example, the diffusion
signal is affected by factors such as myelination, in addition to number
of axons (Beaulieu, 2002). This brings us to scenario (2).

Scenario (2) suggests there may be white matter abnormalities in
XDP. It is particularly intriguing that XDP symptom onset occurs most
typically near the age where regulation of myelination shifts from de-
velopmental to adult maintenance mechanisms (Breiter et al., 1994;
Yakovlev and Lecours, 1982). This raises the possibility that myelina-
tion is normal in these individuals until it shifts to adult mechanisms, at

Fig. 1. Comparison of XDP versus control tractography for a priori comparisons. Total termination tractography counts are shown for the striosome-weighted and matrix-weighted
regions for the caudate (A,C) and putamen (B,D). XDP values are shown in red and control values in blue. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. XDP: X-linked dystonia-
parkinsonism. Images (from fslview) below graphs show representative sections through the left and right hemisphere averaged healthy control tractography for each of the four a priori
tractography measures, superimposed on the MNI152_T1_1mm template. Note that these images are intended (and thresholded) to be qualitative only, and are included simply to
illustrate the territory covered most prominently by each of the four measures; they do not convey information about magnitude or spatial extent. The MNI coordinate indicates the
location of each image slice. Images are in radiologic format; L: left hemisphere and R: right hemisphere. *significant at p < 0.005; †trend toward significance (within an order of
magnitude of the significance p threshold).

Table 4
Striosome-weighted versus matrix-weighted tractography comparisons (10 XDP versus 10
matched controls).

Region T-test [t (p)] T-test [t (p)] using ICV-
normalized tractography

Striosome-weighted
(paralimbic) to caudate

−0.578
(0.571)

−0.396 (0.697)

Striosome-weighted
(paralimbic) to putamen

2.79 (0.0122)† 3.15 (0.00550)†

Matrix-weighted (sensorimotor)
to caudate

−0.541
(0.595)

0.759 (0.458)

Matrix-weighted (sensorimotor)
to putamen

−1.701
(0.106)

−1.31 (0.207)

Positive t values indicate tractography was elevated in XDP patients relative to control
subjects; negative t values indicate tractography was reduced in XDP patients relative to
control subjects.
XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
ICV: intracranial volume.

† p value was within an order of magnitude of the corrected threshold (a trend).
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which point regulation goes awry. This might be independent of the
striatal degenerative process, or it might be a factor driving degenera-
tion. A recent study in a subset of the patients and controls included
here showed fairly global increases in mean diffusivity (MD) in XDP,
despite only focal reductions in fractional anisotropy (FA) (Bruggemann
et al., 2016). Supplementary analyses in the current study (Appendix
III) show similar findings, albeit more widespread for both FA and MD,
likely due to better power from the larger cohort. This finding is con-
sistent with widespread axonal loss due to striatal degeneration but,
alternatively, may reflect a more general white matter pathology in
XDP. Since DTI is unable to distinguish between these two possibilities,
future studies, including postmortem studies, should be conducted to
evaluate white matter more directly in XDP. Recent work in adult white

matter plasticity also suggests that DTI tractography measures may be
influenced by activity-related factors affecting existing axons, effec-
tively “highlighting” pathways that have substantially changed their
level of function (Blood et al., 2006; Engvig et al., 2012; Lovden et al.,
2010; Scholz et al., 2009; Ullen, 2009). Excessive brain function during
symptom expression in XDP might increase the relative signal con-
tribution of affected tracts, even if the total number of tracts is reduced.

Scenario (3)—the possibility of compensatory increases in con-
nectivity—could have taken place either in response to medium spiny
neuron depletion, or early in life if striosomal territory was reduced
from development. The possibility of such compensatory mechanisms is
consistent with a previous study showing that increased local volume
(i.e., gray matter density) in the basal ganglia in asymptomatic in-
dividuals with Parkin and Pink1 mutations was inversely related to
presynaptic striatal (18)F-DOPA uptake (Binkofski et al., 2007); this
finding was hypothesized to reflect greater connectivity to or greater
dendritic arborization within the striatum due to reduced nigrostriatal
projections. Such compensation in XDP might mask the underlying
disease process for years before symptoms emerge.

Finally, scenario (4) suggests that genetic alterations in XDP might
have changed programming of axon trajectories or pruning to the
striatum during development even if neural development within the
striatum itself was normal. Such a scenario might manifest as different
numbers of projections to one or both striatal compartments, or to a
different relative weighting of sensorimotor versus limbic cortex pro-
jections between compartments. This fourth possibility is intriguing in
that the gene thought to be responsible for XDP (TAF1) is involved in
modulating apoptosis (Kimura et al., 2008), and because one study
previously postulated defects in neurogenesis in XDP brains, based on
the finding of alterations in neuropeptide Y immunoreactivity in post-
mortem tissue (Goto et al., 2013). Indeed, the XDP cohort in the current
study showed no relationship between putaminal volume and elevated
insula tractography measures, consistent with the hypothesis that
tractography abnormalities may have been pre-existing, rather than
changing after symptom expression. This leads us to question whether
connectivity abnormalities themselves may reflect pathogenesis in XDP,
possibly driving degeneration (as hypothesized in (Cyr et al., 2003;
Goto et al., 2005; Jakel and Maragos, 2000)), and not just a result of or
adaptation to the disease process. Future studies are needed to evaluate

Fig. 2. Comparison of tractography measures for a priori comparisons in the 17 XDP versus 17 controls cohort, as compared with the 10 XDP versus 10 controls cohort. Total termination
tractography counts from Fig. 1 (17 XDP versus 17 controls, top row) are compared with values for the smaller, more tightly matched cohort (bottom row). (A) Striosome-weighted region
connectivity with the caudate (left) and putamen (right). (B) Matrix-weighted region connectivity with the caudate (left) and putamen (right). Error bars indicate standard error of the
mean. *significant at p < 0.005; †trend toward significance (within an order of magnitude of the significance p threshold). XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.

Table 5
Striosome-weighted tractography to putamen comparisons for individual regions (17 XDP
versus 17 matched controls).

Region T-test [t (p)] T-test [t (p)] using ICV-
normalized tractography

Left anterior insula to left
putamen

3.05 (0.00450)⁎ 2.89 (0.00690)†

Right anterior insula to right
putamen

3.21 (0.00300)⁎ 3.21 (0.00300)⁎

Left anterior/subcallosal
cingulate to left putamen

−3.07
(0.00440)⁎

−3.30 (0.00240)⁎

Right anterior/subcallosal
cingulate to right putamen

0.574 (0.570) 0.471 (0.641)

Left orbitofrontal cortex to left
putamen

2.34 (0.0258)† 2.42 (0.0216)†

Right orbitofrontal cortex to
right putamen

1.57 (0.127) 1.48 (0.149)

Top row values represent values not normalized for striatal volume; bottom rows (“Norm-
to-vol” represent values after normalization for striatal volume (i.e., calculating density of
connections per voxel, rather than absolute number of connections).
Positive t values indicate tractography was elevated in XDP patients relative to control
subjects; negative t values indicate tractography was reduced in XDP patients relative to
control subjects.
XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
ICV: intracranial volume.

⁎ Met significance criteria (p < 0.005, [p < 0.05, corrected]).
† p value was within an order of magnitude of the corrected threshold (a trend).
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young mutation carriers before symptom onset to determine if there is a
developmental or prodromal component to this disease.

If we make the assumption that our approach is truly selecting
striosome-weighted connectivity, our data suggest that striosomes may
show increased, rather than decreased connectivity in XDP. Although
the striosome-weighted connectivity with putamen was accompanied
most strongly by increased connectivity of the insula with the putamen

in XDP, we observed elevated mean connectivity in XDP in every
striosome-weighted region except the left anterior cingulate. These
differences may drive pathogenesis or may simply relate to pathophy-
siology; it is not possible to distinguish between these two possibilities
in the current study. The results suggest that cell loss in the striosomes
may result in connectivity changes and/or that connectivity to strio-
somes versus matrix develops differently in these individuals. This, in
turn, may alter the balance of function in the striatonigral loop nor-
mally maintained by the striosomes, leading to excessive function and
excitotoxicity over time, as hypothesized in (Cyr et al., 2003; Goto
et al., 2005; Jakel and Maragos, 2000). Given that the scanner-matched
cohort showed a trend toward reduced matrix-weighted connectivity
with putamen in XDP, one scenario might be that increased striosomal
connectivity “overdrives” (via the striatonigral loop) a compromised
matrix compartment, leading to dystonia until the matrix is so com-
promised that it is no longer functioning, at which point the symptoms
become parkinsonian.

Because our measure of striosome versus matrix connectivity is an
indirect one, and because our findings were not what we predicted,
alternative hypotheses should be considered regarding interpretation of
our findings. The disproportionate increase in insula connectivity sug-
gests the findings may not be as straightforward or compartment-spe-
cific as originally anticipated. This may relate to architectural differ-
ences in evaluating the different paralimbic regions, or it may suggest
there is a particularly important role for the insula in XDP. For example,
it is possible that elevated connectivity from insula—and potentially
other “striosome-weighted” regions—may have reflected increased
matrix, rather than striosome, projections to the putamen. The insula is
known to be critical for motor function relating to speech and swal-
lowing [e.g., (Ackermann and Riecker, 2004; Daniels and Foundas,

Fig. 3. Comparison of XDP versus control tractography for striosome-weighted connectivity with the putamen (posthoc comparisons). Total termination tractography counts are shown
for (A) Anterior Insula, (B), Anterior/subcallosal Cingulate, and (C) Orbitofrontal Cortex connectivity with the left (LH) and right (RH) putamen. Images (from fslview) to the left of graphs
show representative sections through averaged healthy control tractography maps used in posthoc tractography analyses, superimposed on the MNI152_T1_1mm template. Left and right
hemisphere tractography are depicted together in the images, but were evaluated separately for statistics. Note that these images are intended (and thresholded) to be qualitative only,
and are included simply to illustrate the territory covered most prominently by each of the measures; they do not convey information about magnitude or spatial extent. *significant at
p < 0.005; †trend toward significance (within an order of magnitude of the significance p threshold). (D) Relationship between left insula → putamen connectivity and mouth scores on
the Burke Fahn Marsden (BFM) scale. (E) Absence of inverse relationship between sensorimotor → putamen and insula → putamen connectivity. XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.

Table 6
Striosome-weighted tractography to putamen comparisons for individual regions (10 XDP
versus 10 matched controls).

Region T-test [t (p)] T-test [t (p)] using ICV-
normalized tractography

Left anterior insula to left
putamen

2.54 (0.0206)† 2.71 (0.0142)†

Right anterior insula to right
putamen

3.16 (0.00540)† 3.63 (0.00190)⁎

Left anterior/subcallosal
cingulate to left putamen

−2.31
(0.0329)†

−2.18 (0.0425)†

Right anterior/subcallosal
cingulate to right putamen

0.698 (0.494) 0.779 (0.446)

Left orbitofrontal cortex to left
putamen

1.86 (0.0781)† 1.79 (0.0900)†

Right orbitofrontal cortex to
right putamen

0.0844 (0.934) 0.194 (0.849)

Positive t values indicate tractography was elevated in XDP patients relative to control
subjects; negative t values indicate tractography was reduced in XDP patients relative to
control subjects.
XDP: X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism.
ICV: intracranial volume.

⁎ Met significance criteria (p < 0.005, [p < 0.05, corrected]).
† p value was within an order of magnitude of the corrected threshold (a trend).
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1997; Hamdy et al., 1999; Humbert and McLaren, 2014; Lowell et al.,
2012; Martin et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2004; Osawa et al., 2013;
Riecker et al., 2009; Zald and Pardo, 1999)]. The insula appears to
contribute to individual components of speech and swallowing, in ad-
dition to speech and swallowing themselves: insula activation has been
observed in humans when tongue, jaw and lip movements are per-
formed independently (Arima et al., 2011; Grabski et al., 2012). In-
dividuals with XDP usually present with severe jaw and tongue dys-
tonia, leading to food intake restriction and an increased risk for
aspiration pneumonia (Rosales, 2010). Because of the known role of the
insula in these functions, we asked if insula connectivity showed a re-
lationship with speech and mouth dystonia subscores of the BFM, and
we found a trend for mouth scores. The large area of the insula included
to ask our broader question warrants subparcellation to test for tighter
relationships between mouth/speech/swallowing symptoms in XDP.
These findings suggest the insula and its connections may offer poten-
tial guidance for improving DBS targeting [as used previously for
tremor, e.g., (Coenen et al., 2011; Pouratian et al., 2011)], or other
treatment for these severely disabling symptoms in XDP.

Whether or not our findings reflect striosome-specificity, we have
shown in this study that paralimbic cortical regions show substantial
differences in connectivity with the putamen in XDP. This finding is
particularly interesting in light of observations of altered gray matter
microstructure unique to paralimbic cortices, and not observed in other
cortical regions, in a hypothesized biological subtype of major depres-
sive disorder (Blood et al., 2010). This raises the question whether
paralimbic cortex might be more plastic, more vulnerable, and/or
subjected to different genetic or environmental regulation than other
cortical regions, a factor that may prove critical to our mechanistic
understanding of diseases affecting the limbic/paralimbic circuitry.

The left anterior/subcallosal cingulate was the only paralimbic re-
gion that showed reduced connectivity with the putamen. This finding
is of interest both (1) with regard to a potential role in comorbid
symptoms of depression and anxiety in XDP (Jamora et al., 2014;
Morigaki et al., 2013) and (2) with regard to the cingulate's role in
motivational akinesia and mutism (Fix, 2008). It is thus worth con-
sidering that some of the bradykinesia and speech difficulties in XDP
arise from a limbic/motivational, as well as a purely motor origin.
There was an absence of tractography correlations with the majority of
clinical indices evaluated in the XDP cohort, including duration, overall

symptom severity, and depression/anxiety scores. This finding is con-
sistent with the heterogeneity of clinical observations and course of the
disease, suggesting that substantially larger cohorts are needed to assess
the relationship of imaging to specific clinical variables in XDP. How-
ever, the absence of strong relationships to clinical variables may also
reflect the “blunt” approach designed for the high-level, data-driven
approach used in the current study. Specifically, to achieve the goals of
this study, tractography was run for entire regions (e.g., entire insula,
entire putamen), and was not designed to be specific to any single
clinical output measure. Voxelwise studies using clinical variables as
covariates may be more likely to identify such relationships. In addi-
tion, clinical variables paired with tractography may be clinically
useful, but are not defined based on a specific neural substrate, and
likely reflect changes at more than one site or tract.

4.1. Limitations

As with all imaging studies, there are certain limitations to the
findings in this study that should be considered.

First, we optimized our cohort matching despite the magnet change
late in data acquisition. Given the findings were similar in a smaller
cohort all scanned in the same magnet, we feel confident the findings
are robust. Although the lower statistical power in the smaller cohort
led to reduced statistical significance, the right insula finding was in-
deed significant for this cohort when corrected for ICV. Nevertheless,
studies in larger cohorts will be important to show our findings re-
plicate, and to determine if our findings represent a more general
paralimbic effect or an effect specific to the insula.

Second, limited availability of HADS scores made it difficult to be
certain if the absence of their relationship to tractography measures
reflected true negatives versus insufficient power to detect an effect.
Future studies should also evaluate these measures in larger cohorts.

Third, tractography between structures as close as the insula and the
putamen appears more prone to sporadic effects not related to con-
nectivity, and thus should be interpreted with caution (Gigandet et al.,
2008). We aimed to account for distance factors by using the distance
correction in the FDT toolbox for all of our tractography data; however,
there may be non-linear effects of short distances in small, high traffic
regions, such as the external capsule. In addition, use of termination,
rather than waypoint, tractography in this study was used to minimize

Fig. 4. Comparison of tractography measures for posthoc comparisons in the 17 XDP versus 17 controls cohort, as compared with the 10 XDP versus 10 controls cohort. Total termination
tractography counts from Fig. 1 (17 XDP versus 17 controls, top row) are compared with values for the smaller, more tightly matched cohort (bottom row). Individual striosome-weighted
regions were individually assessed for connectivity with the ipsilateral putamen: (A) Left anterior insula, (B) Right anterior insula, (C) Left anterior/subcallosal cingulate, (D) Right
anterior/subcallosal cingulate, (E) Left orbitofrontal cortex, (F) Right orbitofrontal cortex. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. *significant at p < 0.005; †trend toward
significance (within an order of magnitude of the significance p threshold); †* trend without ICV correction, but significant at p < 0.005 when ICV corrected. XDP: X-linked dystonia-
parkinsonism. ant ins: anterior insula; ant cing: anterior/subcallosal cingulate; OFC: orbitofrontal cortex.
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any impact of atrophy within the striatum on tractography measures,
and there was no linear relationship between degree of putaminal
atrophy (i.e., putamen volume) and insula tractography in XDP. How-
ever, there remains a possibility that striatal atrophy in the XDP group
also influenced tractography measures in this study independent of true
connectivity metrics.

Fourth, we cannot assume there is a one-to-one correlation of lost
striatal tissue and reduction in afferents to this tissue. Since we cannot
make direct measures of tissue in vivo, we also cannot be certain that
our measures are striosome- versus matrix-specific. Therefore a direct
interpretation of our findings in relation to the precise shift in strio-
some/matrix ratio is not possible here. Nevertheless, the changes in
afferents do indeed support the premise of altered circuitry in XDP,
including the likelihood of a shift in the balance of striosome to matrix
afferents, whether from early development or secondary to neuronal
loss in the striatum.

Fifth, we studied patients with short disease durations of one to six
years who were predominantly in the dystonic phase of XDP. Future
studies should include patients in temporally more advanced disease
stages, i.e. the parkinsonian phase, who are thought to have a stronger
involvement of striatal matrix. In addition, it is clear that studies of pre-
symptomatic individuals must be conducted to determine the extent to
which altered connectivity (and/or volume reduction) is present in
years prior to symptom onset.

5. Conclusions

In the current study, we aimed to add to the sparse in vivo literature
on the pathology and pathophysiology of XDP. Based on the hypothesis
that striosomes degenerate earlier than matrix in individuals with XDP,
we evaluated whether connectivity to striosome-weighted versus ma-
trix-weighted regions was altered in these individuals. Rather than
finding greater reductions in striosome-weighted afferent connectivity,
we found paradoxical elevation in striosome-weighted connectivity to
the putamen, driven primarily by the anterior insula. While this ap-
proach did not provide a straightforward answer to our original hy-
pothesis, the results suggest that cell loss in the striatum may result in
reorganization and/or that striatal connectivity develops or is regulated
differently in these individuals. The observation of increased insula
connectivity is intriguing given that XDP typically presents with sig-
nificant jaw and tongue dystonia. The role of the insula in XDP pa-
thophysiology should be further investigated to determine its potential
application toward treatment of these disabling symptoms.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2017.10.025.
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